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Introduction
MICHAEL WEISBERG AND JEFFREY KOVAC
Roald Hoffmann has been widely recognized for his fundamental research in
chemistry, as well as for his literary career as a poet, playwright, and essayist. But
Hoffmann is also a philosopher of science who has made significant contributions
to our conceptual, historical, and normative understanding of chemistry. This
book collects many of Hoffmann's philosophical essays, which represent a signifi-
cant and unique understanding of chemistry and its broader context. It is divided
thematically into five sections: Chemical Reasoning and Explanation, Writing and
Communicating Science, Art and Science, Education, and Ethics.
Hoffmann characterizes his own scientific research as "applied theoretical chem-
istry:' Reflecting on his own work in this area has led Hoffmann to consider the
problem of explanation in chemistry. Hoffmann rejects a strictly reductionist frame-
work in which the best explanation of a chemical phenomenon is always its under-
lying physical processes. While the methods of quantum chemistry are powerful
tools for computing molecular properties} he argues that chemists need to provide
explanations using chemical concepts. Hoffmann calls this explanatory practice
horizontal reasoning.
Science is public knowledge and must be communicated both to the scientific
community and to the general public. Not only has Hoffmann written extensively
for both audiences, he has also made a study of scientific writing, both the form
and the language. Perhaps uniquely among the sciences, the language of chem-
istry is pictorial and has what Hoffmann calls an "iconic vernacular." Hoffmann's
reflection on the graphical presentation of chemistry has led him to a wider con-
sideration of the relationship between art and chemistry, a connection made even
stronger by the centuries-old craft tradition which is one of the sources of modern
chemistry.
One of the ways that chemists communicate is as teachers. Hoffmann himself
is a gifted and dedicated teacher who believes} quite correctly, that research and
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teaching are intcrtwinedl. We have included several essays that discuss his insights
into chemical education.
The final section of tlbe book is a collection of essays and two unpublished lee-
tures on ethics in scien.ce. Although many of Hoffmann's popular essays and his
plays discuss ethical th~mes, we have chosen to include these essays because they
take up ethical question-S explicitly, focusing on the contemporary problem of envi-
ronmental degradation .. Hoffmann explores the paradoxical position of the chemi-
cal industry as a source of significant pollution but also a needed partner in solving
environmental problerrss. He argues that green chemistry can and must playa central
role in reducing enviror'unental degradation.
Hoffmann is reflective) in a way that is relatively rare in chemistry. He thinks and
writes about the way cbemistry is practiced, how chemistry is embedded in society,
and the psychology of its practitioners. He also writes in a direct and expressive
manner, perhaps as a consequence of his writing career in poetry and theater. This
book is a collection ofltis thinking about the molecular science.
Chemical Reasoning and Explanation
Throughout his writirig on this subject, Hoffmann has argued that chemical rea-
soning and explanation have a distinct character. This is at odds with the classical
tradition in philosopby of science that seeks a uniform logic for explanation and
confirmation, largely pased on paradigm episodes in the history of physics. Recent
developments in phil.osophy of science have emphasized the extent to which biol-
ogy deviates from these logical patterns. The essays in this section argue for a similar
thesis and develop a theory about the form of chemical explanation across most
areas of chemistry.
Hoffmann's accourtt of chemical explanation begins from the recognition that the
central chemical acti"'Vityis the synthesis of molecules. Chemists make new mole-
cules, some for practi cal applications, others because they are of theoretical interest,
or just because they are a challenge. Although chemistry is a diverse field, encom-
passing many research activities, much of this activity is aimed at understanding
molecular structures and transformations between these structures, in other words,
chemical synthesis. 'fb UseHoffmann's own expression, creation rather than discov-
ery is the goal of much of the chemical community.
The key to understanding how chemists create molecules is found in the mol-
ecules' three-dimensional structure. One account of how scientific explanations
work says that to understand this structure we need to show how it can be derived
from the laws of physics. 1his covering law account of scientific explanation is what
Hoffmann terms the "vertical" model of chemical explanation. Quantum theory
allows the chemist to write down the molecular Hamiltonian and find an approxi-
mate solution for the molecule's wavefunction and the energy. This, in turn, allows
for the prediction of molecular structure and other properties of the molecule.
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With increasingly sophisticated mathematical techniques and ever faster com-
puters! it is now possible to compute the properties of relatively large molecules
this way. But do these calculations constitute a chemical explanation of molecu-
lar structure? According to the covering law account! with a few emendations
to allow for approximations, they are paradigm cases of scientific explanations.
However, Hoffmann argues that these are not explanations at all because they con-
vey no chemical understanding, which is the kind of understanding needed by the
experimentalist.
What is chemical understanding and why isn't it conveyed by quantum mechani-
cal calculations? Hoffmann argues that chemical understanding arises when expla-
nations deploy purely chemical concepts in a form that can be used across a range
of similar situations. He calls such explanations "horizontal," because of the use of
chemical! not physical, concepts. When the conformation of a chemical structure
is explained by reference to a chemical property like steric hindrance, this gives the
chemist an idea about what the structure of a similar! but distinct molecule would
be. Further, horizontal explanations are contrastive. They don't just explain why p
happened, but why p happened instead of q.
It is easy to see why contrastive explanations are important in chemistry. The key
is chemical synthesis. To manipulate matter, one needs to know more than "quan-
tum mechanics says that this bond angle is the most stable." Rather, one needs to
be able to anticipate how the bond angle will change as a bulky protective group or
a new substituent is added. There is thus a deep connection between identifying
trends! contrastive explanations, and chemical synthesis,
Hoffmann's essays also point to another interesting feature of the chemical con-
cepts used in chemical explanations. Such concepts, he argues, are often fuzzy,
vaguely defined, aud changiug through time. Concepts such as acidity, electrone-
gativity, aromaticity, and functional group involve vague predicates. While chemists
can give definitions and accounts of them, most attempts to draw rigid boundaries
around them have not been fruitful. Moreover, penetrating empirical observations
and Gedanken experiments can take what seems like a straightforward definition,
acidity as the concentration ofH' in an aqueous solution, and show that this defini-
tion is inadequate. In the case of acidity) what should we say when water isn't the
solvent? Or when other acceptors of electrons are present! but H+ is not? Or when
we are dealing with gases or solids instead ofliquid solutions?
Chemical explanations and predictions often rely on analogical arguments, nar-
rative, and stories. Why are chemical arguments developed this way instead of via
exclusive appeals to mathematics? To answer this question, Hoffmann emphasizes
the psychological needs of the intended audiences of chemical argumentation. He
argues that since science is made by human beings! it must be understood in human
terms, even insofar as it is aiming to tell us objectively about the world. As Hoffmann
points out in the essay "Nearly Circular Reasoning," "Science is a curious mixture
of the real and the ideal, the material and the spiritual, held together by discourse or
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argument. The latter is sometimes mathematical, but more often it transpires in the
words of some language. [ ... ] Try to imagine a scientific article or seminar without
the glue of words or argument:'
Hoffmann's essays also address issues of confirmation and testing, in particular
the overreliance on heuristics of simplicity. Many scientists accept as an axiom the
doctrine known as Ockharns Razor: When two hypotheses explain a phenomenon
equally well, one should choose the simpler hypothesis. Medieval theologian and
philosopher William of Ockham applied the principle to ontological arguments,
but chemists are more likely to appeal to it as a justification for favoring a simple
reaction mechanism over a more complex one.
In their essay, "Ockham's Razor and Chemistry," Hoffmann and his collaborators,
Vladimir I.Minkin and Barry K. Carpenter, look at the strengths and limitations of
the use of the Razor in chemistry! particularly in the analysis of chemical reaction
mechanisms. Agreeing with much of the philosophical literature, they point to the
role of Ockhams Razor in curve fitting. They point out that even with highly cor-
related data, where a simple linear fit would be deemed appropriate, there are always
many more nonlinear curves that will fit that collection of points. However, this non-
linear curve requires many more parameters, so allowing this possibility opens us up
to what they call "real indeterministic chaos-the infinity of hypotheses that fit:'
As in curve fitting, chemists are often drawn to the simplest mechanism, even
when many other, more complex mechanisms cannot be ruled out. Although this
view is often reasonable, Hoffmann, Minkin, and Carpenter argue for caution
because nature is sometimes not as simple as we might hope. For example, a reac-
tion can proceed through multiple paths depending on the circumstances. They
also point to another consideration in the choice of reaction mechanism: future
productivity. The more ornate hypothesis might be richer in its ability to lead to
experiments that help us understand the phenomenon. Hoffmann and his collabo-
rators conclude that we ought to look for simplicity, but be wary of it.
The final set of papers in this section concern the relationship between theory
and experiment. In a science such as chemistry, where more than 95% of its practi-
tioners are pure experimentalists, what is the proper role of the theorist? Hoffmann's
view is that chemical theorists have a dual role in the chemical community: First and
foremost, theorists should be explainers and should construct horizontal explana-
tions. Second, Hoffmann believes that theorists should stimulate experiments. One
way that they can do this is by imagining new molecules-interesting structures
that are likely to be stable but have not yet been made.
Given that more than one hundred million structures have already been char-
acterized by chemists, why would one want to imagine even more molecules? One
motivation is to allow or encourage theorists to participate in the creative part of
chemistry: synthesis. But a second and more important reason is to test fundamen-
tal ideas about molecular structure and properties. In this context, there is much to
be learned from what Hoffmann calls "molecules in distress," structures that bend
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the normal rules, For example, carbon prefers to form four bonds that are oriented
in a tetrahedral arrangement. But molecules can be made, or imagined, where the
bond angles are significantly distorted. One can learn much about molecular sta-
bility and reactivity by studying these structures. These distressed structures also
present a significant challenge for the synthetic chemist. Can they actually be made?
Finally, Hoffmann points out the sheer beauty and pleasure of this type of work.
Humans love to play and inventing new things is one of the most delightful of intel-
lectual games.
'The study of distressed molecules raises a more general question about experi-
mentation. Hoffmann believes that standard discussions of scientific practice over-
emphasize observation and underemphasize the heart of experimental method:
intervention, Hoffmann and Pierre Laszlo use the metaphor of Proteus, the Greek
sea god who would only foretell the future for those who can seize him to illustrate
this point. Proteus avoids detection by changing his form, but Menelaos wrestles
with Proteus, pins him down, and makes him talk. Francis Bacon uses the same
image, wrestling, to describe the interaction between the scientist and nature. Like
Proteus, chemists are also the masters of change, by engineering transformations
of molecules. They don't just observe matter, but pin it down, forcing it to speak.
Writing and Communicating Science
As a scientist, Hoffmann understands the role of writing in the creation of scien-
tific knowledge; as a poet, playwright and essayist, he has a deep appreciation of
language. Because of his dual perspectives as a scientist and a humanist, Hoffmann
has unique insights on scientific communication, particularly the language of
chemistry,
The language of chemistry is especially visual. As noted above, a central tenet of
chemistry is that the three-dimensional structure of molecules determines proper~
ties and reactivity. Chemists have thus developed a language of drawings to represent
these structures on the page, what Hoffmann calls chemistry's "iconic vernacular."
Typically, substantial portions of chemical articles are occupied by drawings, and
even the tables of contents of many chemistry journals are given pictorially, Pictures
of structures, reaction schemata, and spectra complement narrative to give a full
description of chemical phenomena.
In "Representation in Chemistry," Hoffmann and Pierre Laszlo discuss the intri-
cacies of chemical representation using molecular formulas, Like the characters of
any other language, molecular formulas are ultimately symbols, and hence what
they denote is intrinsically arbitrary, Their relations of denotation to the structures
that they denote are set up according to the conventions of the chemical commu-
nity. However, the symbols used to denote molecules were not chosen arbitrarily.
They were specifically intended to call up a mental picture of the actual structure.
At the same time, real molecules are far more complicated than any of their repre-
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sentations. ThUS) chemists' structural formulas also have a theoretical role. They are
abstractions, designed to emphasize those aspects of the molecule that are impor-
tant for the argument being developed. Therefore, drawing chemical symbols can
be viewed both as a rhetorical device and as a form of art, a symbol used by the
chemist to communicate with an audience.
Despite being rich with illustrations, chemical articles are often written imper-
sonally and in the third person. But since scientific articles, as opposed to the phe-
nomena they describe, are human constructions, this style of writing is optional.
Have scientific articles always been written this way, and is this a good thing?
Hoffmann answers both questions negatively. He argues that while early scientific
articles were much more discursive and personal, nineteenth-century German
chemists struggled to distinguish their work from the more romantic perspective of
the Naturphilosophen. In the process, they developed a third person, passive style in
which facts were emphasized and the role of the investigator suppressed. This has
since become the canonical form of the chemical article.
Although this communication system has worked well for nearly two hundred
years, Hoffmann argues that the canonical form of the chemical article ought to
be changed. He argues that writing in a dry, passive style removes the human side
of science. Scientific discovery is a human activity, motivated by epistemic, prac-
tical, and even aesthetic considerations. Although scientific knowledge itself must
not depend on the discoverer, suppressing the human side misrepresents the actual
process of science. Hoffmann argues that when scientific discovery is presented in
a more relaxed, autobiographical, and historical format, chemists can more easily
"tell their stories." They can emphasize what is most important and communicate
the wonder of scientific discovery.
As evidenced by his own prolific career of popular essay writing, Hoffmann also
believes that chemists have an obligation to educate the general public. He urges
chemists to communicate with the general public so that the citizenry can better
understand the chemical issues at stake in public policy. But he also notes that corn-
munication with awider audience requires especially creative thinking about chem-
istry. This can sometimes lead to new insights and new ideas for research.
Art and Science
Hoffmann is passionate about the fine and performing arts, and that passion per-
vades his work. He has said that at the end of his college years, he considered mak-
ing a career of the history of art instead of chemistry, but ultimately lacked the
courage to do so. With time, he has managed to find ways to meld his interest in
art with his research in chemistry. In 1993, he collaborated with the visual artist,
Vivian Torrence, on the book Chemistry Imagined, which integrated prose, poetry,
and art to communicate chemistry to the general reader. The book was modeled
after emblem books of the Renaissance period. His 1995 book, The Same and Not
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the Same} is similarly a mixture of visual art and chemistry. The three essays in this
section explore the connections between art and science} focusing} of course, on
chemistry.
Chemists are visualizers; they must be able to imagine and represent the three-
dimensional structure of molecules that cannot be seen. Although their thinking
about structures is often aided with molecular model kits and} more recently} com-
puter programs} pencil and paper are still the primary tools of the working chemist.
One of the skills that an undergraduate must learn is how to draw molecules in ways
that show the spatial arrangement of the atoms.
Are these drawings a form of art? Hoffmann argues that they are-not great art)
but art nonetheless. Drawings, he tells us}make the molecules come to life. The way
that a molecule is drawn emphasizes those aspects of the molecule that the person
making the drawing thinks are most important. Sometimes molecular drawings can
even be beautiful.
As a science} chemistry owes as much to craft as to natural philosophy. Chemical
crafts} such as metallurgy} ceramics} and pharmacy, have a long history, and the skills
and techniques of these practical pursuits have found their way into the research
laboratory. The synthetic chemist is as much a craftsman as any jeweler; getting a
reaction to work can be as delicate a task as throwing and glazing a pot.
In the essay}"Science and Crafts," Hoffmann explores the connections between
these two pursuits based on his experiences at the Penland School of Crafts in North
Carolina. Most crafts involve some kind of chemistry, usually learned through appren-
ticeship and practice. Hoffmann asks}"How much chemistry does the craftsman need
to know?" Usually} the answer is not much} but a deeper knowledge can be enrich-
ing and useful, particularly if the process fails. In that case, a knowledge of chemistry
might help in finding and correcting the problem. In chemistry as in craft, hands and
minds work together creatively to produce useful, and often beautiful} things.
This leads us to the final question taken up in this section: What} if anything}
makes a molecule beautiful? As Hoffmann points out, it is rare to see an aesthetic
judgment in a scientific article} but in more unguarded rhetorical circumstances)
chemists may remark on the beauty of a particular molecule, just as a physicist
or mathematician might say that an equation is beautiful. In "Molecular Beauty,"
Hoffmann undertakes an investigation of molecular aesthetics.
In some simple cases} molecules are beautiful to the untrained} usually because
of their Simple but surprising symmetric shapes. Perhaps the most famous molecule
of this kind is buckminsterfullerene} the molecular soccer ball. More frequently}
substantial chemical background is needed to appreciate chemical beauty. Some of
this beauty comes from structure alone, such as the interplay of octahedra in a com-
plicated inorganic crystal or a pair of interlocking rings. In other cases} the beauty
comes from function. And in still other cases} the beauty is conceptual, and can be
exquisitely concentrated) as when a molecule is created with a single} double, and
triple bond all coordinated to the same metal atom.
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In considering the criteria for beauty that can be abstracted from these examples,
Hoffmann argues that many of these criteria have a counterpoint in classical think-
ing about esthetics. One major exception he points to involves utility: In most arts,
being useful is considered an entirely separate issue from being beautiful. But in
chemistry, beauty often comes from molecules and reactions that are especially use-
ful for making other molecules.
Education
Throughout his career, Hoffmann has emphasized the importance of teaching and
has been recognized as an outstanding educator, most notably with the George
C. Pimentel Award for Chemical Education of the American Chemical Society in
1996. In the late 1980s he took an active part as the presenter and script writer
for an influential Annenberg-PBS series of 26 half-hour videos, "The World of
Chemistry."
As might be expected, Hoffmann has an unorthodox perspective on teaching
and learning that provides the chemical educator with important insights. It is com-
monplace to say that research improves teaching, but Hoffmann turns that state-
ment around and argues that teaching improves research. In fact, he goes further, by
saying that teaching and research are inseparable and symbiotic. However, simply
being a good researcher does not automatically make one a good teacher. There are
important lessons to be learned both from those who study the teaching and learn-
ing process and from successful teachers.
Hoffmann argues that we should view learning not in terms of its location (lec-
ture room, laboratory, etc.) but rather in terms of its audience (undergraduates,
graduate students, etc.), noting that audiences often overlap and complement each
other. Seen this way, the process of research, which involves developing arguments
to convince first oneself and then an expanding series of audiences that something
new has been discovered, is essentially the same as teaching. Both involve explain-
ing in words, diagrams, models, and metaphors. Both require clarity of thought and
of expression. Both require an understanding of the audience, including what can be
assumed and what must be explained.
Those of us who teach undergraduates quickly learn that our students' expecta-
tions of the course are different from ours. Hoffmann and Brian Coppola provide us
with a nice list of what they call "heretical thoughts on what our students are telling
us:' Some of the things we consider important, such as providing a broader con-
text, many students find distracting. As we push them to understand principles and
see the big picture, students find that memorization and compartmentalization are
often effective learning strategies. These lessons from students are important, but
as professionals and expert learners, we need to design courses that communicate
what is essential and valuable about chemistry.
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Along with their philosophical and theoretical perspectives} teachers also need
techniques} practical suggestions on ways to help students learn. Based on forty
years of experience} Hoffmann} along with Saundra Y. McGuire, provide the work-
ing teacher with some down-to-earth advice supported by references to the teach-
ing and learning literature showing why these techniques actually work. Some of
the advice seems obvious: Students should take lecture notes by hand} then rework
them after class. But there are good reasons, based on cognitive research, why this
old idea is still a good idea. The suggested strategies are all ones that promote active
learning by taking advantage of a productive interplay of group and individual
learning. But technique needs to be supplemented by empathy and empowerment.
Teaching is a relational human activity and the human connection is essential.
Ethics in Science
Hoffmann has not written many articles that discuss ethics explicitly} although moral
considerations are an important subtext in much of his writing. The four essays in
this section} including two previously unpublished lectures, grapple with several
important ethical questions involving chemistry, particularly concerns about envi-
ronmental degradation.
The essence of Hoffmann's ethical stance can be found in the title of his Chemical
and Engineering News editorial: "Mind the Shade:' Humans are constantly presented
with ethical decisions} few of which are black and white. Because of the natural ten-
dency to rationalize} compartmentalize, and diffuse responsibility for actions that
result in hurt, it is essential that we pay special attention to those moral decisions
that are in the gray area. Because chemists create new molecules and new under-
standing of the natural world, they need to be mindful of the consequences of their
discoveries. It is too easy to say that the responsibility lies with those who use our
creations, and not with the creator.
Where do we look for guidance in making those difficult decisions in the shade?
Hoffmann reminds us of the work of Jacob Bronowski, who painted out that the
practice of science leads to the "habit of truth:' Experiment helps to keep us hon-
est as does the reporting of experiment. There are those who believe that science
is ethically neutral, but Hoffmann rejects this view. He believes that "the invention
or implementation of a tool without consideration of the consequences of its use is
deeply incomplete:' Much of his ethical writing explores this theme, pointing out
that chemists are forced to make moral choices, whether they like it or not.
One of the most important contemporary ethical issues is environmental degra-
dation. The marvelous inventions of modern chemistry have been accompanied by
environmental damage that} in Hoffmann's view has moved from just being a mess to
what he characterizes as something like a sin. Itwould be easy to scold the industries
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responsible for environmental degradation, but Hoffmann chooses instead to make
practical suggestions for how to make chemistry more ethical. Industry will adopt
green chemistry practices if they make economic sense; the bigger problem is in
the academy where green chemistry is often regarded as uninteresting. Making new
compounds is sexy; developing a green process to make an industrially useful com-
pound may seem boring. More federal funding will certainly attract interest, but
more important is a change in attitude among academic chemists,
A good model for how green chemistry could thrive in academic departments
can be found in the history of polymer chemistry. Once considered second-rate,
applied chemistry, polymer chemists are now in high demand in chemistry depart-
ments and they seem to have no trouble attracting good graduate students to their
research groups. Part of this new found legitimacy is due to the work of some first
rate academic chemists, such as Robert Grubbs, who found that polymer synthe-
sis presented some fascinating area of research. Green chemistry needs similar role
models. It also needs a different pedagogical approach, one that emphasizes the
particular, Case studies can provide an entry point for students, showing them the
intellectual puzzles that make chemistry so irresistible,
A final ethical contribution is Hoffmann's suggestion of a new way to evaluate
green chemical technologies. He suggests the creation of a "transformation index,"
a new way of measuring efficiency primarily based on thermodynamic consider-
ations, but that also recognizes ethical dimensions.
In the end, the answers to these broad ethical questions depend on our values
which in turn reflect our vision of ourselves as human beings, Here Hoffmann
turns to Genesis, which contains two creation stories that show the two sides of the
human character: the creative transformer of nature and the keeper of the garden,
Both sides of the human personality are needed for complete ethics of science.
Conclusion
Roald Hoffmann's perspective on science derives from his unusual career as a suc-
cessful theoretical chemist who collaborates closely with experimentalists, and
his parallel career as a writer of essays, poems, and plays. Hoffmann's research has
ranged broadly through organic, inorganic, and solid state chemistry. His writing
outside of science encompasses both scientific and nonscientific themes. In a world
where scholarship has become increasingly specialized, Hoffmann's interdisciplin-
ary perspective provides unique insights into the philosophy of science in general
and the philosophy of chemistry in particular.
Hoffmann's view is that chemistry, at its core, is a creative human activity in which
synthesis. making new molecules, plays a central role. Because of the importance of
synthesis to chemistry, chemical explanations must employ those sometimes fuzzy,
purely chemical concepts that the experimental chemist can readily use to design
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and control chemical reactions. Chemical communication is likewise a creative
human activity that involves both words and a unique iconic vernacular of drawings
that represent the three-dimensional molecular structures that determine chemical
properties. Through both the drawings that decorate the typical chemical article
and the historic connections with the craft tradition, chemistry has surprising con-
nections to art. Finally, because chemists create new substances, they incur amoral
responsibility to consider the consequences for society of the use of the materi-
als they make. Hoffmann provides us with a truly human and humane philosophy
of science.
